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Racing New South Wales

Stewards Summary

For Meeting: 05/11/2017 Goulburn

Race Horse Comment Venue Date

1

2 Began awkwardly. Inside the 600m was steadied away from heels. Gosford 25/05/2017

5 Raced keenly and got its head up in the early & middle stages. Raced greenly in the straight. Canterbury
Park

18/10/2017

6 Quest. re riding from 600m, rdr said inst to settle where comf & balanced & not place mount
under pressure until straight. Add despite no specific inst anticipated being back. Slow to begin,
raced at the rear & trav comf. Lost touch middle stages but not concerned as tempo strong.
Added 600m tried to improve gradually & in straight placed it under pressure where laid in,
passing 200m shifted to outside of rnr. to find running & finished well. Rdr advised had erred in
not improving pos from 600m.

Nowra 22/10/2017

2

1 When qst re perf, rdr std after being able to obt lead shortly after start, her mount commenced to
race keenly & refused to settle until after obtaining cover behind another rnr passing 1200m.
Added mount was under pressure as far out as 600m & failed to resp to her urgings & in her
opinion, did not run out todays 2200m journey. A post race vet rev no abs. Trainer advised gelding
will now be spelled.

Warwick
Farm

20/09/2017

2 Knuckled on jumping. Raced wide throughout. Canberra 20/10/2017

3

7 Slow to begin. Bombala 21/10/2017

8 Pulled hard in the early and mid stages & passing the 900m was checked off heels. Lay in under
pressure in the straight.

Queanbeyan 29/10/2017

4

2 Passing the 800m had to be steadied from heels. Was then shifted out & allowed to stride
forward by its rider and raced wide without cover for the remainder of the event.

Kembla
Grange

14/10/2017

3 After being loaded into the barriers, became fractious and kicked out behind. Was removed from
barriers, examined by Club's vet and passed fit to start.

Kembla
Grange

10/08/2017

5 Had some difficulty obtaining clear running in the early part of the straight & passing 200m was
shifted to the outside of another runner to continue into clear running.

Hawkesbury 26/10/2017

8 When qstn re filly racing more fwd, rdr std instr were similar to previous starts this prep in that
she was to attempt to go fwd. Std other runs this prep mount was hampered on jumping & did
not muster but today with blinkers on from wide draw was able to comply with instr. Trn reminded
of obligation to notify of any change in tactics.

Moruya 15/10/2017

9 Rdr std was issued no specific instr but was mindful mare can miss the start. Std when began
well today from wide draw elect to press forward. Std was obliged to race wide until near the
700m when obtained cover. Rdr std near 500m mount was then not going well enough to
improve when other rnr improved to outside & after being briefly held up on straightening mount
then responded well.

Moruya 15/10/2017

5

2 Underwent pre race veterinary examination, bumped in straight. Bathurst 27/01/2017

3 Hampered shortly after the start. A post race veterinary examination of the gelding which raced
wide throughout failed to reveal any obvious abnormalities.

Bathurst 27/10/2017

7 Slow to begin. Canberra 20/10/2017

9 Post race vet exam revealed no abnormalities. Canberra 6/10/2017

10 For some distance approaching & passing the 100m had to be restrained after improving onto
heels. When qst re performance, rdr std, his mount did not travel at any stage of the event &
furthermore felt uncomfortable in its action. A post race vet exam rev the geld to be lame in its off
foreleg. Co-trn advised gelding would be spelled.

Canberra
Acton

14/07/2017

6

1 Bumped at the start by another runner which began awkwardly and shifted in. Nowra 22/10/2017

2 Was held up making the home turn and near the 300m was steadied away from heels. Wyong 22/10/2017

4 Bumped on jumping. Bumped approaching the 200m & became unbalanced as a result. Cessnock 13/10/2017

5 Badly crowded near 1000m. Near 800m had to checked when crowded & was taken in onto
another rnr. Soon after str had to be steadied when disap for clear running. Was then shifted
back to inside of another rnr to obt clear running, but again was disap for some distance.

Royal
Randwick

14/10/2017

6 Raced keenly in the early and middle stages. Canterbury
Park

27/10/2017

9 When qst re perf rdr advised was unable to lead today as it prefers, commenced to lay out from
600m & tired noticeably from that point. Rdr indicated may now be looking for races in easier
company. Post race vet exam rev no abs. Co-trnr std gelding is better suited when able to lead &
dictate its race. Said today some use had to be made to race outside leader & he believed these
factors led to the horse's failure. Undertook to report back. Co-trn since advised the gelding had
been spelled.

Canterbury
Park

9/08/2017

7

1



Race Horse Comment Venue Date

Jarrett

Thinking Ahead

Stunner

All Sassitude

Didn't Mention It

Chyseing Ivy

Honour Your Offer

Oracle Miss

Tawfiq Girl

The Big Dreamer

4 Underwent a vet exam after arriving on course when the gelding suffered a minor laceration to its
eye in the previous week & was cleared to start. Raced wide and without cover throughout.

Warwick
Farm

28/06/2017

5 When qst re perf, rdr std, mount travelled comf in lead throughout, however, was under pressure
from the 500m and weakened thereafter. A post race vet exam did not reveal any abs.

Wyong 22/10/2017

6 Slow to begin. When caught wide in the early stages was eased & shifted in behind runners to
take up a position closer to the rail. Laid in under pressure in the early part of the straight.
Passing 200m commenced to lay out obliging its rider to change the whip to his left hand.

Kembla
Grange

14/10/2017

7 Raced wide and without cover throughout. Warwick
Farm

25/10/2017

8 Slow to begin. Raced keenly in the early & mid stages &, approaching 1000m, raced up onto the
heels & had to be steadied. A post-race vet exam rev no abs.

Kembla
Grange

19/10/2017

9 Crowded near the 350m. Canberra 20/10/2017

10 Near the 300m was eased off heels. Canberra 20/10/2017

11 Began awkwardly. Nowra 22/10/2017

12 Laid in in the early part of the straight. Nowra 22/10/2017

13 When questioned regarding the performance of the gelding, rider stated that his mount travelled
in a favourable position during the event but was under pressure from the 600m and proved
disappointing in its failure to run on in the straight. A post-race veterinary examination of the
gelding did not reveal any abnormality.

Queanbeyan 10/10/2017

2




